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Abstract

In the present welfare and economy the digital information plays a prominent role. Every data flow has become steadily faster as well as broader because of

- new technological measures,
- quantity and information power of data controllers and -storage units,
- expanding networks of international affiliated groups who increasingly depend on the availability of new technologies to exchange data,
- new business models such as Cloud Computing, highly frequented and worldwide shared internet-based applications, and
- politicians’ polarised and partisan debates between net neutrality and tight regulation of IT business practices through international standardisation.

Thus, quotidian business processes suffer a challenging level of technological, commercial and political complexity and interdependencies of international data transfers.

Deep in this whirlpool of data flow, personal data, any information which concerns personal and objective relations of the respective person, can be included. Data transfers third (non-EU and non-EEA) countries created higher risk potentials for the affected person(s) as the Web 2.0 processes personal data across national borders “at the click of a mouse”, borders have practically lost their meaning.

Important cases of data breaches in German and Spanish companies have startled today's “Information Society”. If data leaves a secured area, an unintended flow of information is provoked which is, already demonstrated by the occurrence of “WikiLeaks”, afterwards not only technically hardly controllable. This has heated up the public discussion, calls have become louder to improve the different legal frameworks regarding civil liability of data sender (controller) and data receiver (processor).
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